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Paralyzing Cold, Snow,
Ice, Hit Ken-Tenn Area
For Prolonged Stay
A cold wave incredibly severe
and prolonged, bringing snow, ice
and much suffering to the KenTenn area, struck with swift severity beginning on last Friday and
uninterrupted
continued
haa
through Wednesday of this week.
Temperatures during the nights
have dropped to zero or below
zero for six straight nights, and
snow and ice on streets and alleys
of Fulton continue to be a menace as this week's issue goes to
press.
The past week is reported to
be one a the most severe in local
:inches
and area history. Some 344
of snow blanketed the area last
Friday afternoon and during the
night.
One death was recorded on icy
roads in the area, and a nearcatastrophe at South Fulton
school was averted in the nick of
time as a little first-grade student, waiting fruitlessly for locked doors to open on Monday, was
nearly overcome by the cold.
On Monday all county schools
In Obion and Fulton Counties
were closed due to hazardous
driving conditions and the bitter
cold. Fulton High school, endeavoring to remain open on Monday, sent its students back home
after the first hour because of
lack of heat in the building. All
schools reopened for regular
sessions on Tuesday.
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Rodney Miller Is Named New
Rotary President For 1958-59

Six-year-old Deborah Lynn
Beard, who waited for more than
an hour in sub-zero cold for the
Rodney Miller, prominent Fuldoors to open Monday at South ton attorney, has been named
Fulton school, today was reported President of the Fulton Rotary
as recovering from severe ex- Club for the 1958-9 year, follow
posure at her home on Highway ing election of the new Board of
45 near Fulton.
Directors Tuesday.
Deborah Lynn, daughter of Mr.
Mr. Miller will succeed the
and Mrs. Charles G. (Chuck) current President, J. D. Hales,
Beard, Jr., owners of the Fulton and will take office July 1st.
Wholesale florist, was unaware
Other officers named by the
that. the South Fulton school was Board Tuesday will include Al
closed because of cold weather T. Owen, vice-president; Warren
when an employe of her father's Anderson, treasurer, and Fred
let her out at the building about Gibson, secretary.
7:45 a. m.
The new board of directors inFinding the doors locked, Deb- cludes Gordon Baird, Fred Brady,
orah sat down on the front steps Joe Davis, Dan Thylor, Rodney
and waited.
Miller, Al Owen, and the outgoing
At 9 a. m. a school bus driver, President, J. D. Hales.
Herman Roach, stopped at a serThe new President was born in
vice station across the street and Barnesville, Maryland in 1924 and
saw the child on the steps with attended schools at Gaithersburg,
her head in her lap.
Md., graduating from high school
He called to her. She tried to there in 1942. After three years'
get up but fell. He carried her to service with the U. S. Army in
a nearby home where a physician the C. B. I. theater during World
was called.
War N, he attended the UniverMrs. Beard said today the phy- sity at Pennsylvania, receiving
sician indicated that had she stay- his Bachelor of Arts degree there
ed any longer the exposure prob- in 1949. He received his law deably would have been fatal.
gree from the American UniverAfter the incident, an attendant sity in Washington, D. C. in 1953.
was posted inside the building to
Prior to opening his office in
send away any other children Fulton, Mr. Miller was in the
who might not have received office of the General Counsel of
word that the school was closed. the Glen Falls_ Insurance ComThe closing of the South Ful- pany in Glens Falls, N. Y. He is
ton school and all other Obion
county schools was publicized
throughout the area. Mrs. Beard
said, however, that she had not
learned of the closing of the
schooL

NEWS'

WFUL's Community Club Program Off
To Flying Start; 5847 Club Women Sign
To Participate In $3,000 Total Awards
Seventy-five women's groups, representing the actual
buying power of 5847 families in the Fulton area, have
signed registration cards indicating that they will participate in WFUL's Community Club Awards program.
In spite of the bitter cold weather 165 women attended the coffee party sponsored by Radio Station
WFULat
the Woman's Club in Fulton on Tuesday.
Illness Of Missouri
Their response was tremendously enthusiastic to
Trooper Causes Delay
WFUL's plan to give $3000 in weekly and grand awards
In Paducah Court
to women's clubs in the Ken-Tenn territory to boost the
Examining trials of Missouri
State Trooper Vernon Hopkins club treasuries of the individual clubs.
Women's groups from Water Valley, Cayce, Clinton,
and Forrest McAlister, Fulton insurance man, were continued in Hickman, Dukedom, Wingo, Beelerton, Fulton, ArlingCounty Court Monday due to
ton, Bardwell and every other little and big community
the illness of Trooper Hopkins.
Judge Roy Stewart, reset the in this area attended the coffee party when Joseph B.
trials for March 3 after attor- Matthews of New York and Norfolk explained the value
neys for Hopkins produced a doc- of the program to the ladies present. The groups repretor's statement that the trooper
had suffered an attack of Asian sented parent-teacher, homemaker, Cub Scouts and Girl
flu and was too ill to attend Scouts, church, civic, veterans and fraternal groups
court.
who expressed the opinion that the Community Club
Hopkins and McAlister have
Award program was the solution to money-raising for
with
voluntary
charged
been
their
individual groups.
manslaughter here in connection
with the death of Miss Jewell
And the several businessmen and women who attendEnglish, 23, of Paducah. The wared the meeting said that the program will be a tremenrant charging them was obtained
by a member of the girl's family. dous sales stimulant, with direct selling appeal to the
Miss English, a nursing home early Spring and summer season shoppers.

Examining Trial
For McAlister Is
Reset For March
Rodney Miller
now local attorney for the Illinois Central Railroad.
Mr. Miller is a member of the
First Methodist Church and
President of the Methodist Men's
Club; he is also active in the Fulton Chapter of the Junior Chamber of Commerce, having taken
a part in its founding and currently serving as treasurer.
Mr. Miller and his family moved to Fultin in 1956. Mrs. Miller
is the former Lois Jean Hindman
of Fulton, and the couple have
three children.

Children's Pictures Will Be Taken
Free And Published In The News

employe, was killed early the
morning of February 3 at a roadblock set up to catch Carl E.
blk
Burton, one of two men accused
of kidnapping Missouri Trooper
William Little.
The bullet which took the life
of Miss English was fired at the
car she was in as it left the roadblock at the junction of Highway
45 and Melber Road near the
Graves-McCracken County line.
The incident occurred about I a.
m.
The officer, McAlister and an
eye witness, Charles King of
Fulton, said the driver of the
failed to stop as commanded.
Hopkins then fired at the car
with a shotgun loaded with buckshot and McAlister fired at it with
the trooper's high-powered rifle.

The Community Club Award
program is operating with tremendous success in over 200 cities
in the United States, Radio Station WFUL is one of the first
stations in its size city to have
been selected to sponsor the program.
There is no soliciting, no selling, no endorsement of commercial products in the program. The
women's clubs have only to patronize the participating sponsors
in the program.
"I never under estimate the
buying power of a woman," one
sponsor told WFUL's station manager. "Statistics prove that from
80 to 85 per cent of all buying
in America is influenced by women and with nearly 6000 women
patronizing my store each week
for credits, there is no doubt that
the success of my sponsorship is
assured."
The program will go on the air
about March 10. Each participating member of a womens group
in the program will be given a
buyer's guide listing the participating sponsors. These sponsors
will receive weekly advertising
in the Fulton County News and
a newsletter will be published
each week in the News telling of
weekly values offered by the
participating merchants.
It is estimated that the 5847
members participating represent
a buying power of more than 20,000 persons.
The Community Club Awards
program is an exclusive public
relations promotion with Radio
Station WFUL in this territory.

c

ity Suspends
Jitterbug Beer
License Today

• It is an undisputed fact that equipment for this specialized
the responsibilities of tomorrow's work, will be here Thursday,
world, our Nation, and Commun- March 6. Pictures will be taken
ity will rest upon the shoulders at the News office and will be
of the children of today. Since open from 10 a. m. to 7 p. m.
Robert Wesley Burns, whose this is true, the publishers of this
There is no charge to the parOperating Illegally,
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Obion County.
Burns Avenue, was today revokDire... . they must all be of unievery waking moment is devoted
Burns died in the emergency form size and quality.
ed by Joe Trees, City Adminismake
to helping those women
of Obion County General
room
trator.
photogchildren's
expert
An
money for their clubs. And I had hospital shortly after admittance.
Also present at the hearing was
with all the necessary
Good progress was reported
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for
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Wednesday
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Fulnow
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Arrive
Twin
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As you will see in another story man, was slightly injured and was
James Dunn and Alice Dunn to
ton Rotary Club, drive sponsors, To Dr. and Mrs. Davis
appearing elsewhere in today's given first aid at the Union City
appear because in addition to the
is being aided by den mothers
issue we entertained 165 women clinic.
charges preferred by the city it
The annual -Blue and Gold' and others interested in Girl
Dr. and Mrs. Joe R. Davis are cam discovered that the State
from nearly every women's club
hanouet of the Cub rzccras. the Scouts.
-the parents of twin girls, born
Continued On Page Eight
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counted for the bulk of the funds Mrs. Joe Davis of Fulton and is
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post
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The South Fulton High School feated Kenton Tuesday evening canvass.
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their enthusiasm that made them
FLshing; Den 7, Golf; Den 8. Saturday night over Hornbeak, regional, to be played at the South Charles Huddleston Is
year.
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Fulton gym.
Complete information about the Archery; Den 9 Football; and 57-50
Named For Rotary Trip
Beginning next week the boys
The county tournament was
examination recptirements and the Webeloe, Tennis.
Although the actual Commun- instructions for filing applications
----- district tournament will be playplayed at Kenton, Term.
Charles Huddleston, son of Mr.
ity Club Awards program does may be obtained at the post office
PIANIST AT PADUCAH
First eliminations in the West ed at the South Fulton gym, and and Mrs. Arch Huddleston, of
not go on the air until March for which this examination is beConThe Paducah Community
Tennessee title play are under- the regional eliminations will fol- Fulton, has been named the repre10, already the phone has been ing announced. Application forms cert Association announced this way this week in Tennessee girls low the succeeding week at Milan, sentative of the Fulton Rotary
questions
with
Mrs. Olivia DeMyer Edwards
ringing constantly
must be filed with the U. S. Civil week that Ozan Marsh noted basketball, with the district girls during the same week that the Club to attend the annual World
about where and when they can Service Commission, Washington pianist, will appear in concert tournament now being played at girls regional is underway at Affairs Institute of Rotary to be died Sunday morning, Feb. 16,
shortly after 9 o'clock at Fulton
get credits for this item or that 25, D. C. and must be received next Monday, Feb. 24th as a part Obion. The South Fulton girls de- South Fulton.
held in Cincinnati this Spring.
Hospital, following a stroke. She
item. Its amazing! And what is or postmarked not later than the of the current winter concert seawas 68.
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Heart Attack, Wreck
Fatal To B. W. Burns

Girl Scout-'De
Ends This Week

Cubs' Blue and Gold
Banquet Is Tonight

Postmaster Exams For
Crutchfield Announced

Sal

Heart Fund Drive
Now Underway

South Fulton Girls Win County Tourney;
Elimination Tournathents Begin This Week

DEATHS

Services For Mrs.
Edwards Held Tuesday

Is

District Tourney
"World Day Of Prayer" Service Will Underway Here
At Methodist Church Friday Morning On March 6, 7,8

.r.vIloor

"Heart Sunday" Funds Fight Heart Disease
A very special day in this community will be Sunday, Feb. 23.
It will be Heart Sunday—the day
on which an army of Heart Fund volunteers will march against a formidable foe that is called heart disease.
If you have any doubts about the
urgency of this army's mission, these
doubts may well be resolved by recalling the frequency with which the
term "Heart Disease" appears in
obituary notices published by this
newspaper.
Seldom do we go to press without
chronicling the death of one or more
of our leading citizens as the result
of heart and blood vessel diseases.
Nationally, these diseases are responsible for nearly 54% of all

STRICTLY, BUSINESS

by McFsotters

deaths. There is good reason to believe that this'percentage figure applies with reasonable accuracy to
deaths in our own community.
The Heart Sunday army is now being recruited. It will consist of devoted, public-spirited men and women
who will each visit between 15. and
25 homes of their immediate neighbors, collecting for the 1958 Heart
Fund.
You can help in the heart fund
drive by soliciting for funds. For you,
it will be a great experience. You will
renew old acquaintances, make new
friends, and feel the glow of inner
satisfaction that comes when your
3ervice helps to make this a better and
healthier world in which to live.

We Face The Future With Confidence
During tht past two or three weeks
we have read and heard an increasing number of comments by national
leaders about a threatened depression. In the eastern cities, factories
are closing, there is growing unemployment and State and federal
agencies are beginning to get worried.
We submit that down here in the
rural agricultural section of West
Kentucky and Tennessee this doesn't
apply to us, and we should take no
note of it, nor become alarmed by it.
I think we are about three or four
years ahead of the big cities; we have
already had our share of a "depression": two years of hard drouth, a
season of torrential rainfall and all
of the attendant problems that go
with the farmer not making any
money.

But given a good year this year,
with a favorable weather and crop
conditions, the Ken-Tenn area will
again be a beehive of activity as the
farmer grows his crops and raises
livestock, poultry and the many various products capable of this area.
No matter what they may come to
up North, we expect to see no soup
kitchens, bread lines or starving children down here, where a man who is
willing to work and knows how to do
the job will get along.
As a matter of fact when times get
tough in the big cities, the population
movement reverses itself and starts
back to the rural areas such as ours.
We have lots of room in this area,
and we face the future with confidence.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Five "R's" For A Happy Home
By Isabelle P. Buckley,
The head of a family I have long
admired has written me his "secret"
for a happy family. I am happy to
pass it on to you.
THIS FATHER writes: "A happy
home has a magic sound to the
peoples of all nations. Peace on earth
can at least reign in that most important social unit of all—the family.
The home is the best place of all to
learn -to live with people.
"The three R's of citizenship must
apply to a home—Rights, Respect,
and Responsibility. To these should
be added, Relaxation and Religion.
"A child should have some special
rights.such as a particular plaything
which is his alone—the right to be
heard in his turn with full consideration—and the right of receiving consistent treatment from his parents.
"Respect should be demanded from
children. To get true respect, parents
must earn it by respecting their children and treating each member of the
family with courtesy. Too often, good
manners are left at the doorstep.
"Responsibility is necessary for
young ones to become molded into
the family group. Family duties and
tasks are necessary for character
building. Family responsibility is the
beginning of social responsibility.
"Relaxation promotes serenity.
Children need regular rest and sleep
or they become fretful and peevish—
as do grownups. Serenity is a scarce
commodity and a valuable one, yet
we cannot expect serene children unless we ourselves are serene.
"Religion has many indispensable
effects in family life—morality, hum-

ME FULTO( COMITY NEWS
Voted "Beet All Around" in class in Kentucky
in 1954 Kentutsky Press Association judging
Sueeessor of various weekly papers in Pul- —
tan, the first of which was founded in 1880.
.
/
1
4sst Office Box 485

Pulton, Kentuck7

Published Every Thursday

a

The Year

bleness, a sense of order. Faith is
blended with the baby's first food.
Our children learn that Rights, Respect for our fellow man, and our Responsibility for others, stem from the
fact that God has made all men in his
image—that we are all God's children—meant to enjoy eternity with
Him if we keep His commandments.
"The normal family lives and
moves and has its being in a climate
of mutual trust, and cannot be separated from religious faitli. In this
country the currents of the church,
the home and the school converge in
community life. The belief in God is
in the air we breathe at birth.
"My wife and I have mixed the
five "R's" together with three children of our own and eight foster children, stirred with one more precious
ingredient—a saving sense of humor.
The end product has been a happy,
thrilling life for all in the family
group."
SECRECY
How can we expect another to keep
our secret if we cannot keep it ourselves?
La Rochefoucauld.
IDEAS
God gives you His spiritual ideas,
and in turn, they give you daily supplies.
—Mary Baker Eddy
Ideas are like seeds. After years of
lying dormant they may suddenly
spread with lightning rapidity.
—Gaetana Salvemini

Subscription Rat, - •?'14) per year in Fulton,
Wickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
sod Weakley Counties, Tenn., Elsewhere
throughout the United States $3.00 per year.
littered as second class matter June 28, 1933
it the Post office ut Fulton, Kentucky, under
the Salted States postal act of March. 1879.
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iv. FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock—
February 18, 1938
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Horton of
Evansville. Ind., announce the
birth of a daughte,r on Thursday,
February 10, Mr. and Mrs. Horton
are former Fultonians.
Miss Rubye V. Yarbro honored
Miss Tommie Nell Gates with a
birthday party Monday night at
her home on the State line Road.
During the evening Chinese
checkers and bridge were enjoyed. After the play a delicious
salad plate was served to the following guests. Mesdames Howard
Strange, George Moore, Misses
Bessie Jones, Mary Anderson,
Adolphus Mae Latta, Betty Norris, Miss Gates and the hostess.
The Methodist Missonary Society Group A met at the aome of
Mrs. Lawson Roper Tuesday with
Mrs. W. L. Carter as co-hostess.
Fourteen members and me guest,
Mrs. Edwards, were present Mrs.
Guy Qingles, Chairgnan, conducted the meeting. Mrs. George
Doyle gave the Bible study and
Mrs. A. G. Baldridge reported
from the Missionary Bulletin.
The Lodgeston Homemakers
met last Wednesday afternoon at
the home of Mrs. A. H. Inman
with all members present

Kentucky

Back home again this week
after two weeks' active duty with
the Army down at Ft. Gordon,
Ga. .
and mighty glad to be
back.
If you think we have snow here
around Fulton, you should see
'way down in Georgia . . . they
have even more . . . with the low
tgmperature to go along with it.
The first weekend I was there
the furnace went out in the quarters on the very night it was
supposed to drop to something
just above zero, so they issued us
two extra blankets apiece and
told us to crawl in early, the heat
would be on next morning by
the time we were ready to get
up.
Room-mate Phil Bryant (of Paducah) and I didn't believe them
so we scrounged around and
found other quarters for the night
and sure enough, those that stayed
froze till noon next day.

You will find hundreds of persons
able to procude a crowd of ideas upon
any subject for one who can marshal
htem to the best advantage.
—Andrew Jackson

Coming back last weekend we
heard the Georgia Highway patrol
say that the area was having
another storm so intense that that
part of the State was cut off from
the world.
So if you think things are tough

New ideas can be good or bad, just
the same as old ones.
—Franklin D. Roosevelt
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Clem Atwill's family are ill
with influnza and pneumonia.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald.Mabry of
Cayce visited her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. T. E. Williams Sunday.
The junior women's club met
Friday afternoon with Mrs. Glenn
Wiseman in charge of the meeting. After the regular business
session. Mrs. Abe Thompson,
leader of the Home Demonstration program was assisted by
,
Mrs. Robert Thompson and Mr*,
Gus Browder and Mr. Homer
Weatherspoon, vocalist.
After the program refreshments
were served by the hostess, Mesdames Jack Edwards. Joe Hall.
Ernest Fall, Jr., and Miss Betty
Koehn.
Mrs. Frank Beadles entertained
her club at her home on Carr St.
Thursday night. Two tables of
club members and one visitor,
Mrs. Edwards Stout, Jr. of Nashville were present. Mrs. Lynn
Askew held high honors for the
evening.
After the games Mr. Beadles
served chili.

a combination

C5'
WASHER-DRYER

By P. W.

Ideology is to genuine ideas what
processed cheese is to the real thing.
—Jacques Barzun

The ideas that benefit a man are
seldom welcomed by him on first
presentation.
—Elbert Hubbard

Mrs. Lucy Burnett and Miss
Myrtle Burnett spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Burnett and
family.

Billy Jo
Promot€
Manage

log

Windage

On the way down (Feb. 2) we
thought we would be smart and
take a short-cut around Atlanta
and go from Dalton to Athens to
Augusta. On that woeful Sunday
morning we hit a ten-mile stretch
of mountain highway that had
rain at the bottom, sleet half-way
up and solid snow as we almost
reached the top. With no guardrails along the highway and what
looked like about a thousand-foot
drop a few feet off the snow- covered concrete we finally ran out
of courage and joined the rest of
the weary travelers who had
given up, turned around and
crawled back down below the ice
line, to go by way of Atlanta.

ft. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
II member of tho Kentucky Preto; Amociaties
•member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau

"Just a minute, Mr. Argyle—the boss has called a spacial
meeting tomorrow 1"

The Fult1

four young men from Paducah
just arriving.
This is not the month to be competed, but couldn't. The Officer's Club at Gordon has only
traveling by auto.
two TV sets and around one were
In the ten years that we have 50 people watching some shootemlived in Kentucky I have never up and at the other sat some
seen snow stay on the ground fussy Colonel watching something
here much more than overnight, else, so I gave up. Anyhow, unand already we have the same derstand that the boys won . .
snow down for four days and no almost a whole year after they
auditioned for the show down in
thaw in sight.
Nashville.
During the past four years we
That was the same day that
have lived to see some violent Nancy, MonteIle and myself
the
weather tecords in this area:
trouped into the studio for the
dryest summer, then the wettest same purpose. The four young
year, and now the most bitter men, just ahead of us, had emergwinter.
ed with what seemed to be a little
smug feeling of their ability. Glad
Was sorry to have missed the they finally made it.
MSC 1958 "Campus Lights" last
week because of the Army soOUTDOOR LIFE
jurn. Would have liked to see
Nancy handling Cie leading femPicnics, hikes, cook-outs and
inine part, as well as hear the camping bring health and fun to
band and its array of ex-Melody- all Girl Scouts. By learning
Men in leading positions. I believe skills, safety measures, self-prothat Nancy is the first in the his- tection, they become sturdy and
tory of "Lights" to earn the lead competent in the great out-ofas a Freshman, and that's quite doors. Your contribution to the
Fulton Girl Scout Fund Drive
an honor.
will help send many more girls
Tried to catch the Godfrey to camps for fun and enrichment
Talent Scout show the night the of life.

around Fulton, cheer up; they're
tough all over.
The radio said that the weekend we arrived at Augusta, Ike
had played 18 holes of golf there.
Somebody was either telling a
big story or else he's in better
physical shape than most folks
give him credit for.
Drove into Augusta to look the
famous National Country Ciiih
over, and we were promptly
stopped at the gate by a euara
That's as far as we got. Pc 'al.

in ONE space-saving unit
no um se an on on on nes 11121

4r

Good news for busy homemakers! Now you can
have

a

space-saving

combination

electic

washer-dryer in your kitchen. Place it anywhere you like for convcniei.ce—to save you
steps and time This handy combination

It's
It's

takes

less space than separate units, yet does the work
of both, automatically.

One night at the Officers Club
I happened to be talking to a
visiting Colonel from Ft. McPherson and discovered that he is
a native of Greenfield, Tennessee,
who has many relatives in and
around Dresden. He was much
interested in being brought up to
date on what's going on around
the Ken-Tenn area. His name was
James P. Irvine.
The trip back last weekend was
one of those unforgetably-awful
things that happens only to those
who are determined to get home
come what may. Bryant had to
get beck to Paducah for Sunday
because he was to leave an Monday for two weeks in Memphis,
and I wanted to get back to a
family that needed me. so we departed Augusta at 7:15 a. m. and
drove 17 hours through rain,
sleet, snow and
icy winds
to arrive after midnight The daytime drive was manageable at
slow speeds, but the night before
must have been awful. We passed
any number of overturned trucks
and autos, and one Greyhound
bus had overturend just outside
Chattanooga. Near the GeorgiaTennessee line some fellow had
plunged off the highway into a
stream and drowned, and as we
passed the scene the hearse was

vane&

Soaks, washes, rinses, dries clothes safely, automaticallyi..
in one continuous operation *

-

SEI

SEI

No flames...No fumes...No worry
wall a twist of the dIels, your clothes ore gently, safely tumbled
clean electric washing action and drying hoot . . automatically
Whites dry white and colors bright .. come out soft and fluffy—
ready for ironing or storing.
Whether you choose a spoor saving Combinolion, r separate
washer and dryer, you get the same work and worry-free results
. electrically.

See your dealer

SEI

NAV

Febru

Ft
Live Better . . . Electrically
MI
NMI*

with

FULL HOUSEPO WE!?

Enjoy peak appliance performance with Full
HOUSEPOWER. See us, or your electrician,
for free HOUSEPOWER rating.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
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The Fulton News, Thursday, February 20, 1958, Page 3 people of Fulton County in matters pertaining to soil and water
conservation, we take this opportunity to report our accomplishments, problems and needs.
The board meeti the 4th Tuesday
of each month to check district
needs and progress..
B. J. Forrest of Fulton has been
While conservation has come
promoted to staff manager for
• to be a word known to all, the
Life Insurance Company of GeorThe Fulton County Soil Con- board felt that there was still a
gia. He was formerly an agent in
servation
District has completed need for a conservation education
the company's Paducah district.
its
8th
year
of operation in this program. This program consisted
In his new capacity he will head
of 44 news articles in local and
county.
a staff in Fulton.
The Board of Supervisors who area newspapers, 13 radio proMr. Forrest has been a Life of
grams over'the Fulton radio staGeorgia representative since 1955. administered the program were: tion WFUL, 19 meetings
held
He qualified for the 1956 conven- Charles E. Wright, Chairman;
the County, 11 pictures in local
Avery
Hancock,
via-Chairman;
tion as a member of the Presipapers and 1 on farm demonstradent's Club, the company's top Robert M. Adams, Sec-Trea.;
Clint Workman and Joe L. Bar- tion.
honor organization.
The board paid the course fees
The new staff manager is a nett, regular members.
for three teachers to attend MurU. S. Conservation Service pergraduate of Fulton High School
ray State College and take a conand attended the University of sonnel assigned to the District
servation teaching course.
Louisville, in Louisville, Ky. He were: Charles Meunier, Work
Master Conservationist awards
is a member of the Methodist Unit Conservationist; E. S. Dewere presented to Charles RoChurch and the American Legion. Myer and Joseph L. Atw111, Conberts, Robert M. Adams, John P.
His wife is the former Pattie Gar- servation Aids. Roger B. WiedeWilson, E. W. Sublett, Jesse
rett of Union City, Tenn. They burg join the district staff as a
Fields, Norman Terry, Homer
have a son, David 7. The family soil Conservationist in December.
Weatherspoon and J. A.,Willingresides in Fulton.
As a board serving all the ham. These farmers have applied
over 90% of the conservation plan
on their farms. These awards
were made at the Annual Bankers Award Banquet.
The District again co-sponsored
with the Louisville newspapers
and radio station an essay contest for school children. Seventy
seven essays were written.
The City National Bank of Fulton and the Bdard subscribed to
— I Will be at the —
200 monthly newspapers to be
sent to farmers of the County.
These papers will deal with what
farmers over the state are doing
about conserving their soil and
water.
IN FULTON
Work has continued toward
getting the running slough drainage project started.
The Board has cooperated with
and assisted the Obton Creek
watershed Conservancy District
For the purpose of issuing 1958
through its first year of action.
The farmers and others living
MOTOR
VEHICLE LICENSES
in the Harris Fork Creek watershed, petitioned the Board to hold
hearings concerning the formaOffice Will Be Open From
tion of a Conservancy District on
this creek. The Board, after hav8:30 a. m. to 4.30 p. m.
ing notices of 'this hearnig published in the local paper, held
this hearing. Farmers and others
attending this hearing indicated
they favored organizing the Conservancy District and the Board
County Court Clerk
ruled that the hearing was favorable for the formation of a district.
The District office received 204
ACP request for assistance"—all
request were served. The accomplishments of the farmers requesting assistance are, in part,
reflected below and this represents a part of the assistance given
the District by the U. S. Soil
Conservation Service.
Contour Farming..456ac
Strip cropping-35 ac
Pasture seeding-5032 ac
Tree planting-10 ac
Wildlife acres-19% ac
Fish ponds-41
Open ditches-10.7 mi. new;
—13.3 clean out
Ponds built-30
Waterways developed-93 ac
386 Fulton County fanners are
now cooperating with the Soil
Conservation Distric t. These
farmers own over one-half of all
the land in this county. In 1957,
32 farms had complete basic
plans prepared for them.
1957 was the wettest year on
record in this County and erosion damage was heavy throughout all the up land. Conservation
worki was slowed because of the
rains. Heavy siltation accured in
the drainage ditches.
The Board is grateful for the
progress made even under these
adverse conditions. We realize the
big task that is still before us.
Our job is impossible without
the cooperation of business men,
Civic Clubs, private citizens and
professional people as well as
farmers.
Your Board of Supervisors welThe Most Exciting JOHN DEERE DAY
comes the advice and assistance
of all people interested in our
Program Yet. ..
basic resources—Soil and Water.
Respectfully submitted,
How "Farming Spreads Its Wings"
Charles E. Wright,
with NEW John Deere Tractor Power
Chairman, Fulton County
Soil Conservation District
and Equipment...

Billy Joe Forrest
Promoted To Staff
Manager For Company
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CITY HALL

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21st

Kathryn R. Lannon*
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Union City Co-Ed
Editor Ella Doyle And Bud White Receive
Is Second Alternate
1958 Citizenship Awards Al Kennel Banquet
To Freshman Queen
1'New Corporation
Will Manufacture
20 New Inventions

Bud White

Ella Doyle

From The FIIS Kennel
At-the anniversary banquet of
this newspaper held on February
15, 1958. it was announced that
Ella Doyle and Bud White,
seniors, had been selected as the
best citizens at Fulton Mel
School. At that time, they were
presented gold engraved loving
cups by Mr. Mansfield Martin.
•

•

Bud White, son of Mr. and Mrs.
R. H. White, Sr., served as a class
officer his freshman and junior
years, and is now president of his
senior class.
He has been awarded three
monograms and received the F.
H. S. award his junior year. Elected to the National Honor Society
at the end of his sophomore year,
he is now president of this organization. He has worked as sports
editor on the Kennel staff for
two and a half years and is a
member of the Quill and Scroll
Society. Bud was elected "most
likely to succeed" this year and
was a delegate to Boys State last
year.
Bud has played basketball for
four years and was also on the
football team his senior year. For
three years he has been a member of the golf team attending
regional and state tournaments.
For these athletic achievements,
winners are: 1st place, Miss Loretta Wheeler, $7.50; 2nd place,
Miss Rebecca Jo Minton, $5.00;
and 3rd place, Miss Linda Hale,
$2.50.
Cayce Grade School winners
are: 1st place, Miss Donna Carol
Mabry, $7.50; 2nd place, Miss
Phyllis Campbell, $5.00; 3rd place,
Miss Hattie Jane McClure, $2.50.
These winners will be honored
at the annaul award's banquet
sponsored by the bankers of Fulton County, at a date to be announced later.

Bud is a member of the Bulldog
Club.
Ella Doyle, who is the daughter of Mrs. George Doyle, is an
active participant in school activities and has received many
honors.
In her freshman year she was
elected "most likely to succeed".
In the Senior Who's Who she
was elected "most likely to succeed" and "most studious".
She has been awarded three
monograms and she received the
F. H. S. award her junior year.
Also in her junior year, Ella received the Woodmen of -the World
history award. Last summer she
was given the opportunity to attend the Northwestern Institute
for High School Journalists and
received a beautiful trophy for
the best work in feature writing.
Elected to the National Honor
Society at the end of -her sophomore year, she served as president of this organization her junior year. Ella worked as editorin-chief of the Kennel as a sophomore and she has been co-editor
her junior and senior years. She
is also a member of the Quill
and Scroll Society of which she
has served as president her
junior and senior years.
Ella has been an active member of F. H. A. for two years and
has received her Junior Homemakers Degree. She is also a
member of the Nurses Club.
GOOD WAY TO GROW!
"Being part of Girl Scouting
is such a nice way for a little
girl to start her growing years,
to build a sturdy base for her
future life, to be . part of an
American tradition, for as she
grows America grows. You can
help maintain, and whatl more
important, increase Scouting activities in your community by acting today. Be sure to give to Girl
Scouts."
Helen Hayes

DOUBLE FEATURE
IMMO FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Hal March—in

Whip

Union City Men
Form Company To
Build, Assemble
A charter for a new corporation, Union Metal Products Inc.,
has been issued to a trio of Union
Citians, it was announced today.
The charter was issued by the
State of Tennessee to Joe A. Isbell
and J. R. McFarland, contractors,
and James A. Jones, engineer.
Mr. Isbell said today that the
charter was issued to the corporation for the purpose of manufacturing and,assembling some 20 inventions designed by him.
Two of the items, he said, include a scaffolding and a machine
to spread mortar on the wall for
bricklayers. The scaffoding, he
added, is designed to cut labor
costs on bric,k masonry. The mortar device.;lie said, is designed to
do for bricklaying what skill saw
has done for the carpenter trade.

Martha Scott Caldwell, daughter of Mrs. John R. Caldwell of
Union City, has been elected
second alternate to Freshman
Queen at Memphis State university. She was sponsored by her
sorority, Alpha Delta Pi:
Pat Taylor of Memphis was
chosen queen and Portia Swaim,
also of Memphis, was named first
alternate.
The selections were announced
at a dance Saturday night at the
Claridge hotel. Selection was
made by a vote of the freshmen
students.
LOTTA TIME
The average time devoted to
the care and cleaning of the house
by homemakers is about onethird of the total spent on all
housemaking activities.

How Christian
Science Heals
-THE DEMANDS OF THE
PRAYER THAT HEALS"
wFut. (1270 Ka., hassoay 9:10

6,000 RCA

-ALL TRANSISTOR

Winsome Model

RADIOS TO BE
GIVEN AWAY

FREE
IN Rexall DRUG STORES

0.95
Value

Just ask us about

714---cau.SUPER
PLENAMINS

&soil

SUPER
PLENAMINS
Ili VITAMINS'?
111 1111111 VITAMINS

You'll be interested in learning why
Rexall Super Plenamins are America's largest selling multi-vitamin
and mineral product Just for the
asking you may be o
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BLANK FREE
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Evans Drug Store
Lake St.
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FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

THE TOWNTHE PEOPLEit
EVERYONE'S
TALKING
ABOUT!

"HEAR ME GOOD" "RANGE LAND"
Plus — CARTOON & 3-STOOGE COMEDY!!

SUNDAY — MONDAY & TUESDAY

It's Altogether NEW...
IrsAltogether DIFFERENT!
SEE

SEE•

SEE•

How Your Old Friend Tom Gordon
Learns a New Lesson the Hard Way

PLAN TO SPEND the DAY with

February 25th

us

9:30 A. M.

FULTON THEATRE, FULTON, KY.

We're Expecting You!

Burnette Tractor Co.
— Fulton, Ky. —

FR rr

for All Formers and Theft, Farnili, •

i,r
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CKETS REQUIRED

During the monthly meeting of
the Fultan County Sfll Conservation District, Charles Wright
was pleased to announce the
winners of the annual Soil Conservation essay contest.
This contest is co-spcinsoed by
the Fulton County Soil Conservation District and the Louisville
Courier-Journal, Louisville Times,
and WHAS radio station.
The Louisville Courier-Journal
furnishes the prize for tEe county
winner; winch is a $25 saving
booe, with the Fulton County
Soil Conservation District furnishing the prizes for 2nd place
county wii;iner and the schools
that pietiripated in the essay contest.
This year's essays were written
on the theme "Conservire our
Soil and Water PCSOlircf!s." The
cscinty winneris Harold Beguette,
with 2nd place going to Mavrice
C::-r Rondurant who will receive
a cash prize of *15.
The Fulton County high school

1

...JESSIE ROYCE LANDIS• ROBERT KEITH iiinm Byrn
EVA GABOR •JAY ROBINSOff•JEFF DONNELL MA11111A PIER VI.P.
Plus—News—Destination Meat Ball (cartoon)

Wednesday & Thursday, Feb. 26 & 27th
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Diary of Doin's
By Mary Nene Wright
Hear Mary-Neile's program, "My Fair Lady" every
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.

1

NEW
1,00.w
ARRIVAL
SEPT.

Alitsallinalital. .,
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IT'S A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman B. Dallas, Jr., Fulton, are the proud
parents of a six pound, 13 ounce
daughter, born Feb. 14, at 11:59
p. m. at Hillview Hospital

MY POTPOURRI of IMPRESSIONS - - - for the past
week: Of seeing the sky AFLAME with the AURORA
BOREALIS. . . Of feeling a sense of QUIETNESS— ITS A BOY
everywhere as the snowflakes fell to the ground . . . Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wallace of
until finally the whole countryside took on the appear- Sharon, Tenn., are the proud
parents of a son, born at
ance of ORCHARDS OF WHITE BLOSSOMS. Of the 3:30
a. m., Feb. 15, at Fulton HosHAPPINESS I saw on the CHILDREN'S faces while pital. The baby weighed seven
they threw snowballs. . . rolled snowballs. . the big pounds, 14 ounces.
SNOWMAN standing so REGALLY in a yard on West
Ira A GIRL
State Line, complete with hat et al. Of standing on the Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Robey
terrace at night while the brightness of the moon and of Fulton are the proud parents
the snow covered ground caused an ILLUSION of DAY- of a daughter, Vivian Lee, born
13 at. Jones Hospital. The
LIGHT. Of children SKATING on Foy's pond. . . . Of Feb.
baby weighed eight pounds, eight
the MYRAIDS of tiny tracks in the snow where the ounces.
birds had gathered for bread crumbs . . . Of watching
A BOY
cautiously from my window while the snow birds ate IT'S
Mr. and Mrs. Billie McWherto their heart's content, then flew away to a secret hid- ter of Clinton are the proud paring place to store food—for another day! And—ALL ents of an eight pound, eight
baby boy, born Feb. 10 at
the while Your Diarist is thinking how GOOD it is to ounce
1 .33 a. m. at Fulton Hospital.
LIVE where the seasons CHANGE—where there's ALIT'S A BOY
WAYS a NEW season—to LOOK FORWARD to.

now. Yes, lie will be back on
Dear Patricia,
I have been reading your let- visits, and you will see him this
ters, and enjoy them very much. summer.
So I would like for you to answer
some questions for me.
Dear Pat,
Would you please answer some
I am interested in a boy. I
would like for you to tell me questions for me? I enjoy readwhere he is. If he will ever come ing your column very much. That
is one of the reasons I take your
back. If so, when?
paper.
Thanks, Worried
P. S. Would like to see my
Do you think I will every
question answered in your next marry? If so, when? What will
issue.
his initials be?
I will be looking for an answer.
Dear Worried:
Your Friend,
This boy you are talking about
lives in the state of Michigan
L. C.

Mr. and Mrs. William Moss
was six-years-old on Feb. 7, and
Kimble of Fulton, Route 5, are
Sandra was nine on the 13th.
the proud parents of a six pound,
Games were played and prizes
11 ounce baby boy, Danny Glenn,
won by Carbie Lou Bowlin and
born Feb. 10 at 1:50 p. m. at
Belinda Newton. The honorees
Fulton Hospital.
received many nice gifts. Refreshments of ice cream, individually decorated birthday cake and
pink lemonade were served by
the hostess, assisted by Miss
Glenda Coates.
Stockholders of the Hickman
Each child received favors, hats Garment Company at Hickman,
and bubble gum.
Ky. have overwhelmingly voted
Those attending were the for expansion of their factory
Sandra,
honorees, Carol and
through a loan by the Small
Nancy Moss, Mary Elizabeth Business Administration, in a vote
Fields, Belinda Newton, Carbie taken last week. The count was
and Doris Bowlin, Nancy Jones, tallied as 1042 for, 28 against.
Karen Isbell, Sara Lynn ShaefNext step is the immediate
fer, Pamela Grooms, Sheila preparation of the loan applicaLowry, Paula and Jan Bell, Bar- tion and its presentation to the
bara Brown, Brenda Elliott, Mon- SBA office in Louisville.
ette Oliver and Christine McThe community's present facKinney.
tory building has been appraised
Those sending gifts were at 2128,000 not including land
The Fulton County Homemakers have been the busiest ones Amanda Newton and Joy Ann value. The Fruit of the Loom
since Farm - and Home Week Jones.
plant intends to add 20,000 square
which was held in Lexington, Ky.
feet—doubling the present floor
Didi and Brenda Helms were space. They plan to employ an
Each club has entertained with
a lovely tea in honor of their honored with a birthday party, additional 150-250 persons when
delegate to Farm and Home Week. given by their mother, Mrs. Jack the factory building is enlarged.
Last Thursday the Fulton Home- Helms at her home on Jefferson The firm presently employs 170
makers honored their delegate, Street Saturday afternoon.
psons.
Didi was one:year-old SaturMrs. Edna DeMyer, with a tea
riiiinufactures hilie agreed
given at the First Baptist Church. day and Brenda was six-years- to pay whatever necessary addiMrs. DeMyer, in her interesting old Sunday.
tional rent to amortize the SBA
For the occasion the home was loan. The SBA has indicated willmanner told of the many activities she took part in while in attractively decorated. in balloons ingness to make the loan on a
and Valentine decorations.
Lexington.
basis'of dollar-for-dollar of apGames were played and prizes praised assets of the Hickman
On her first day, Monday, she
attended a meeting held by the won by Jessica Sensing and Development Corporation. Repayment of the loan will. have
Town and County Church Assoc- Kathy ailcAlister.
Thenonoree received many to be made in 10 years.
iation on "Soil Stewardship."
This was held in the Fine Arts nice gifts. Didi and Brenda both
building at the University.
had a lovely Valentine birthday
Tuesday, Mrs. DeMyer attend- cake. Ice cream and cake were • CHESTNUT GLADE
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan •
ed a talk by the president of the served by the hostess. Each child
University, Frank G. Dickey, who received favors of hats, balloons
The subject of most interest
in turn introduced guest speak- and small baskets of Valentine
appears to be the weather even
ers, Governor A. B. Chandler and candy.
Those attending were: the though we can't do one thing
Senator John S. Cooper.
Wednesday, a lecture was held honorees, Didi and Brenda, Nancy about it.
Mr. and Mrs. James Clark have
at Memorial Coliseum about Latta, Jessica Sensing, Jeff SenFamily Diets", also slides were sing, Kathy McAlister and Bonnie sold their farm to a Mr. Ramer
from Memphis. The Clarks expect
shown of Miss Myrtle Weldon's Helms.
Those sending gifts were: Lt. to move to Martin soon. The
Asiatic trip.
Highlight of the day was a tea Jack Helms, father of the chil- Ramer family will move to the
held by President and Mrs. dren who is stationed in Korea, farm as soon as the Clarks move.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny HazelDickey for delegates and guests. Mrs. Jack Black, Mrs. Mamie
Thursday Mrs. DeMyer sang with Conner, Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Sto- wood are moving to the Brundige
the Kentucky Homemakers vall, grandparents of the children, farm west of Martin.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Vaughan
Chorus at Maxwell Street Pres- Mrs. Leland Jewell and Miss
moved to the Hagler farm last
byterian Church. In the after- Ouida Jewell.
week.
noon she attended a discussion
Mr. Eugene Taylor is improvby Mrs. Bertha McLeod of her Here 'N There
trip around the world. All in all
Grady and Laverne Varden, ing at the Fulton Hospital where
she reported a very enjoyable Frank and Judy Brady spent an he has been a patient for the past
trip.
enjoyable evening last week when several days.
Mrs. Em Griffin remains about
Tea was served- by the presi- they went over to Murray to atdent, Mrs. Jack Allen, from a tend 'campus Lights". They had the same at the Fulton Hospital
beautifully appointed table with dinner with their sons, Gaylon where she has been a patient for
red carnations and ivy center- Varden and Torn Brady, who are several weeks.
Mrs. Joe Conner who has been
piece, carrying out the Valen- students at Murray State then
tine motif. Pictures were made both families went to the show in failing health for some time
passed away unexpectly Sunday
of members and three guests, together.
night. Funeral services were held
Mrs. M. E. Dews, Mrs. E. EL
Knighton and Miss Elaine ButRuby McDade and Irene White Wednesday afternoon at New
ler.
have returned home after a trip Hope. She is survived by her
to Lexington to see their "Chil- husband, son Milburn, daughter,
Nothing in the world is so dren", Max McDade and Jane Mary Nell, two grandchildren;
DEAR to a little girl's heart--as White DeBoor. And "we heard" three brothers, Lewis, Jim and
a BIRTHDAY PARTY! And TWO that these two nice ladies were Tom Burke. Sympathy is extendlittle girls, Carol and Sandra SNOWBOUND and had to make ed to the loved ones.
Coates, were given a party by a LENGTHIER visit than they
IMPORTS 13P
their mother, Mrs. Thomas Coates had planned. The McDade and
In the first half of 1967, U. S
at her home on Paschall Street. White families went NORTH and
How nice it is that the little SOUTH—as Bob White and Max- imports of meat was about 21
Coates girls share the same well McDade were enjoying a million pounds higher than the
month for their birthdays! Carol visit in Florida while the ladies same period of 1956, the USDA
says.

But ALWAYS—Your Diarist
has a keen ear—to learn of the
things YOU are doing. . and
she LEARNS that people are
BUSY—with the Girl Scout Drive
. . . the Obion County Basketball
tournament for both boys and
girls . . Fulton Countians attending the Area Cancer Meeting
at Kenlake Hotel on Kentucky
Lake . .. Scouts and Scouters attending Annual Scouters Appreciation Dinner in Paducah . . .
Sub-District meeting of the Woman's Society of Christian Service held at Palestine Church
Monday. Area Youth meeting at
Church of Christ . . . Fulton
Jaycees vs the Union City Jaycees
in a thriller-diller basketball
. . . and MANY other activities
I have failed to mention. Yes, It's
—around the Ken-Tenn area!

Hickman Garment Plant
Votes Expansion Plan

FOR A BETTER DEAL
On A Better Appliance
SEE llutpcinf AT
Bennett Electric and Furniture Co.
319-11 W drtui

St.

Fulton

Phone 201

PATRICIA LATANE

Dear L C.
Yes, you will marry, it will be
in the late fall of 1958, you -know
this person now, but at present
have never thought of him as a
sweethear, his initial is T.
Dear M M:
This column is not intended for
moral troubles such as you mention. I advise you to consult with
your Pastor, and if you have
none, seek one.
—Patricia
— -- Dear Patricia,
I enjoy reading your letters;
will you please answer these
questions?
Will I get work here, or should
I go to some other town; if so,

where?
What kind of work should 1
do? How is My health?
Will I ever marry. if so, when?
Please answer in next week's
paper.
Waiting
Dear Waiting:
No, my advice to you is to
stay where you are, you will get
work in the very near future, du
any type work you can handle;
your health is alright. Yes, you
will marry. You will meet this
man in a cafe, you will marry in
August 1959, at present you don't
know your future husband, his
initial is J.
Go To CHURCH Sunday

PRE
SPRING
Another Big Weekend Of Exceptional Values At Baldridge's!!
Save 13c-Reg. 10c ea.

Save 32c! ! Reg. $1.98

LAMPS
DISH CLOTHS
Course-meshed cloths of
vat-dyed multi - colors.
Generous size.

6

FOR

Highlight any table in the
house with beautifully-designed modern lamps with
their clever parchment
shades. 13% inches high!
Anodized all-metal base!

Pre-Spring Bargain
Priced at only . . . .

47c

$1.66

ORLON BED PILLOWS
These full-sized, fluffy sleep-coaxers must be seen to be
appreciated. Soft as down without the allergy problems of
down. Candy striped in quiet, pastel colors. Packed 2 to a

GIRLS' CAN-CAN SLIPS
Save 21c — Beg. 99c Values!
Sweeping tiers of cotton mesh give these the looks of
much higher priced slips.
Let her choose her favorite
colors from the big assortment in all sizes from 4 to
14.

77c

NYLONS
Here's your opportunity to get 3 matching fashion-wise stockings for the price of 2 and gain the equivalent of two pairs.
In ever-popular 51 gauge, 15 denier for sheerest beauty with
best wearing qualities.

A Pair and A Spare

cello package.

OUR REG. PRICE $3.95—YOU SAVE $1.40
PAM (2) for only

•$ it Limit-3 pairs

$2.55

illugged Duds for Busy Boys!
have 23c .. Beg. $1.00 Values!

(24c Each in Special
Pack!)
A pair in a cello bag and
the matching spare in a
separate cello bag to stay
fresh 'til you need it!

72c

SAVE 23c ... Reg. $1.00 VALUES!

PLASTIC DRAPES

BOXER LONGIES
Practically "made-to-order" for active boys. They wear and
wear and stay up with the help of the strong, wide elastic
waistband. Color and size
are hardly affected thru
countless washings. Smart
tip: get enough! Sizes 1-6.

7c

Beautify your windows with this season's smartest new designs in flora Is, scenes or the lacy "Golden-feather" shown
here. Choose from a large variety of colors to harmonize
with your decor.
27 in. x 117 in. panels with
27 in. center valance prespring sale-priced!
Per Set

77c

Mrs. J. H. Stubblefield of Union
City has returned home after
spending a few days with Mrs.
Bee Jolley at her home on Oak
Street.
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Save to 41c ... Reg. to
98c Values!

Save $1.21

Save Half! $1.98 VaL

Save 22c ... Reg. 59c

Rubber Mats

Reg. $2.98 Value!

3-Pc. Colorful

value!

Stove Top Sine 15li"x17"
Drainboard Size 15"i2"
Bath or Sh•Wer Mat
Size 14":24"
Fake advantage of this oncein-a-blue moon sale of probably the most useful protectors in your kitchen and
. get
bath. Save a dollar
all three in your favorite
colors!

Oval Clothes
Baskets

Mixing Bowl
Set

Big 20x40

BATH TOWELS

Practical Polyethylene open
style oval clothes basket
that is safe, unbreakable
and so colorful. 24 in. long
by 18 in. wide with dripfree solid bottom makes this
a must in your laundry

Pliable, colorful Polyethylene plastic in 3 handy sizes
. . 1 qt., 1 14 qt. and 2 qt.
Makes mixing a noiseless
pleasure and clean-up easy
Get extra sets for shower
gifts, tool

These are big—thick and
thirsty—comparable to 69c
values; ALWAYS a big seller at 59c; NOW YOURS at
an unbelieveable low price!
"Colorful candy stripes for
Sprirg!

99c

37c

are

Save 81c - reg. $1.49
Value!

r'pve 50e ... reg. $1.49
Value!

H'

Your Choice

$1.77
57c
Save 65c ...Reg. $2.93 Value!

16-pc. Luncheon Sets

Big 11 Qt. Heavy Duty

Heat-proof dinnerware An a fresh new pattern for Spring
So lovely and practical we suggest you plan to lay in a
supply ?or 8, 12, or 16 or more place settings as you multiply
your savings!

SERVICES
FOR FOUR

$233

Rubber Covered Heavy
Wire

PLASTIC PAIL
Heavy duty Polyethylene
your favorite colors. No
rusting, no chipping. Large
comfortable ball handle is
attached to improved, longlasting grips.

r
,
'
lactic covered heavy
,-'1,^^ "Ire drainer with
-otters/ cup. Choice
of modern colors.

Sec

Vic

DirSII DRAINERS

were MAROONED in Lexington.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Bell are
visiting their grandson, Bobby
Bell, in Chicago. Bobby was in
Fulton recently for a visit with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Bell, and his grandparents returned home with him.
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Farm News, Meetings, Emits
(Ed's note: the following infesination, supplied THE NEWS
by the USDA, ASC, nearby County agents and agruraltura4
ape-rives tett! be of special interest to Progressive farmers in tAs

Ken-Tenn area):
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DEFINITION OF NORMAL •
ACREAGE AS DEFINED BY
SOIL BANK REGULATIONS
Mr. Roy Bard, chairman of Fulton ASC County Committee
states that they have received
the following definition for
"NORMAL ACREAGE".
Effective with respect to agreements covering spring-planted
commodities, a producer shall be
considered to have knowingly
exceeded by a substantial amount
the acreage normally devoted to
the commodity if he has knowingly exceeded by more than ten
(10) percent the larger of (a)
the allotment, or (b) the highest
acreage devoted to the commodity
on the farm in the years 1956 or
1957.
This definition is very vital to
farmers whom are placing acreage on one farm in the Soil
Bank of a commodity and producing the same commodity on
another farm. Mr. Bard stated
that this definition is more to the
farmers advantage than had previously been announced by the
county committee in the absence
of instructions from State or Federal authorities. For further information contact the ASC Office,
Hickman, Kentucky.

shear them will be subject to a
downward adjustment in any
shorn wool incentive payment
they apply for. The payments on
unshorn lambs will be a fixed
rate per hundredweight of live
lambs sold. For 1956 marketings,
the payment rate on lambs was
71 cents per hundredweight. This
price was calculated on the basis
of the average shorn wool incentive payment, the average weight
of wool per hundred pounds of
lamb, and the value of lamb wool
in relation to shorn wool.
C. C. Vaughn again reminds
wool growers "to keep all sales
records in a safe place." The accounts of sale must have the information needed to support the
producer's payment application.

The 1958 wool incentive program recently announced by the
U. S. Department of Agriculture
will be similar to the program in
effect during the current marketing year, according to C. C.
Vaughn, Chairman, Obion County
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Committee.
As announced earlier, the shorn
wool incentive price in 1958 will
be 62 cents per pound, as during
the past three years. The payment rate for shorn wool will be
the percentage required to bring
the national average price received by all producers for sales during the 1958 marketing year up
to the 62-cent incentive level. The
payment rate for the 1956 marketing year was 40 percent.
Producers who market wool
during the 1958 marketing year
will be eligible for a payment
which will be an amount'equal
to the percentage rate times the
proceeds from the sale of their
wool. Payments will be made on
the 1958 wool in the summer of
1959, when the tabulation of producer returns is completed.
C. C. Vaughn urges wool producers to get the best possible
price for selJing their wool. This
Is importont to the grower because, under the percentage
method of payment, the higher
-the price of individual produc'
er gets for his wool in the market, the larger his incentive payment is. This method is designed
to encourage producers to do the
best possible job of marketing
their wool.
The payment method on lambs
under the 1958 program will also
be the same as under the current
1957 program. Each producer who
owns lambs for 30 days or more
and sells the lambs unshorn will
be eligible for a payment. The
payment will be made on the
weight increase of the lambs during the period of each producer's
ownership.
Payments to* producers who
buy unshorn lambs and then

TOBACCO DEADLINE
IS MARCH 7

Cotton Growers
Can Arrange For
Crop Measurement
Fulton County cotton growers
can arrange for official premeasurement of their 1958 farm
cotton acreage allotments or permitted acreage prior to planting
time, the County Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation
Cornmittee announced this week.
To get the prerneasurement service, which is being provided on
a cost basis, a farmer must file
a written request with the County
ASC office prior to March 15,
1958, says Mr. Bard, committee
chairman.
The rate to be charged for the
service in Fulton County has been
estbalished at $8.00 per farm, plus
25 cents for each acre or fraction
there of above 5 acres. Payment
based on this rate must be made
at the time the request for pre
measurement is filed.
"The premeasurement is purely optional," says Mr. Bard, "and
is offered as a service to farmers
who prefer to have an official
measurement to use as a guide."

The signup deadline for the 1958
Acreage Reserve program for tobacco is March 7, as originally
set, C. C. Vaughn, Chairman of
the County Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Committee, said today.
For corn and upland cotton, he
declared, the 1958 Acreage Reserve program has been moved
up to February 20, as a result of
the unexpectedly heavy sign-up
for these crops in some areas.
Farmers in Obion County will
continue signing 1958 Acreage Reserve Agreements for tobacco until the funds allocated for the
county's program are all obligated. After that, and up until the
March 7 deadline, farmers who
still want to participate in the
program may sign a register of
names, and their applications will
be given consideration if and
when additional funds become
available.
The farmer signup for all eligible spring-planted crops--corn,
upland cotton, and rice, started
on January 13. The signup for
tobacco was delayed by the later
date of establishing tobacco allotments.

HOSPITAL NEWS
AMMO

The following were patients in
the local hospitals Wednesday
morning, February 19.
Hillview Hospital:
Louetta Dublin, Mayfield; Mrs.
Patsy Cobb, New Madrid, Mo.;
Mrs. Ishan Mathis, Martin; Butch
Mathis, Martin; Mrs. Ray Fleming, Pilot Oak; Dr. Frances Curley, Davenport, Iowa; Mrs. Chap
Taylor, Mrs. Almous Williams, A.
E. Campbell, Bob Elliott, Miss
Beulah Legg, R. H. Sullivan, Lawrence Brown, Delores Fulcher, L.
V. Williams, John Henry Minor,
Edgar Avery, Mrs. Richard Lightner and Mrs. Fred Wells all of
Fulton.

Jones Hospital:
George G.vens, Water Valley;
Thomas Chandler, St. Louis; I.
H. Williams, Water Valley; Wanda
Smith, Mrs. Betty Williams, Clarence Cavender, Mrs. E. W. Bethel,
Bertha Mitchell, Robert Britton,
0. T. Cook, Mrs. Elizabeth Wrather; Gus Browder, Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Stephenson, Mrs. Eula GorFINAL DATE FOR
don, Mrs. Hubert Bynum and
baby, Mrs. Raymond Robery and
CORN LOANS SET
baby and Mrs. W. 0. Locke all
of
chairman
Mr. Roy C. Gray,
of Fulton.
the Kentucky ASC Committee,
announced today that the final Fulton Hospital:
Mrs. K. P. Dalton, Jr., Water
date of availability for 1957 crop
farm-stored loans and farm-stored Valley; Mrs. Frank Mooney, Hickpurchase agreements has been set man; Mrs. Della Coleman, Mayat February 28th, and that. the field; Mrs. Lula Connor, Crutchdate farmers will be able to de- field; Luther Pickens, Water Valliver their farm-stored loan and ley; Mr. and Mrs. Edd Watts,
farm-stored purchase agreement Wingo; Mrs. Leon Wright, Water
corn to the Government has been
set at April 1st.
Mr. Gray told reporters that agreements stored in approved 25
the reason that the State Com- type contract elevators with such
mittee has set such an early date loans being available through
for the final date of availability May 31st and to mature on July
for farm-stored corn loans and 31st.
Mr. Gray urged farmers not to
purchase agreements, as well as
the early date for delivery of tliis sell their corn at the depressed
corn to the Government, was be- open market price until they had
cause it was the committee's contacted their local ASC office
opinion that farmers in Kentucky for full particulars on the corn
are not in a position to store corn loan and purchase agreement
safely on the farm for the full program.
storage period because of the
angousmois moth infestation of FEBRUARY 20 DATE FOR
SIGNING TOBACCO ACREAGE
corn in this area.
AGREEMENTS
Mr. Gray went on to say that RESERVE
decision
Committee's
State
the
February 20 is the beginning
did not alter the availability date of the sign-up period for all types
or the maturity date of ware- of tobacco under the 1958 Acrehouse-stored loans and purchase age Reserve Program. This is the
opening date for Kentucky farmers to place tobacco in the Acreage Reserve Program as announced By Roy C. Gray, Chairman,
State ASC Committee. The signup period will run through March
7.
Kentucky farmers with allotments of burley, dark-air cured
and fire-cured tobacco may watt:,
cipate in the Acreage Reserve
Program. Farmers who place thaIX,
Arvid& Add Too
tobacco in the 1958 Acreage
serve Program will receive a payare available now with
h Wayne PigFootis
ment for reducing below their
allotted acres. Payment will be
Arsanilic said provbased on the yield established for
ed s• valuable with
the farm (using the base period
the new antibiotic worm
scour
antibiotics in
1950-1955) times the rate per
prevention and rapid
preventive—stops worm
pound for the respective type
(burley — $0.18; fire cured —
growth promotion
eggs from hatching in the
$0.13; air cured — $0.12). The
innow
Wayne
that
pig's intestine. Proved
Kentucky allocation for burley
cludes it as a standtobacco is $2,457,700; air-cured toeffective by Wayne Reard isitredient in
bacco is $551,200 and fire-cured
search.
tobacco i-sees,soo.
Tail Curler and Pig
counties time received their
Balancer.
•Standard Is Tail Curler—
and agreements will be
allocation
Balancer.
optional in Pig
accepted in the county office on
the first-come first-serve basis up
Hog Bonofits Nom Before Thought Possark —
to the county allocation. When
funds are no longer available, the
Fowls!
hog
Synco-Zyrnir
PM
WA
in
Now Yours
farmers request will be accepted,
and he will be notified to conic
For faster gain at lower cost—
in and execute an agreement if
Get on the Wayne Program Today!
funds later are available.
Mr. Gray further stated that
the participation for corn under
the 1958 Acreage Reserve Program was considerable in excess
of the allocation. He wishes to
Fulton
remind farmers that February 20
East State Line
is the final date for accepting
• Phone 202 •
requests or withdrawing 1958
Acreage Reserve Agreements for

STOP worms in pigs
BEFORE they do their damage!
WAYNE PIG FEEDS

S1.49
W,Ty

ERS
heavy
with
7hoice

Valley; Mrs. Audrey Whitlock,
Wingo; Billie Hollingsworth, Columbus; Mrs. Fred Moore, Clinton; R. T. Henley, Crutchfield;
Mrs. 011ie Puckett, Water Valley;
Mrs. Mag Taylor, Crutchfield; Edmond Clark, Wingo; Mrs. Raymond Legens, Dresden; Mrs.
Em Griffin, Martin; Mrs. Fieldon
Thurman, Burkley; Mrs. W. L
Carter, Mrs. William M. Kimble

HYGROMYCIN*

WAYNE
FEEDS

A. C. Butts & Sons

corn.

and baby, Gip McDade, Mrs.
". 5
1958 age
February 20,
5
Fulton News,
Thursday,
e
h
T
Amanda Snow, Mrs. R. V. PutED
HOSPITALIZ
EVERYTHING
HOLD
nam, Sr., Mrs. C. W. Burrow, Mrs.
Raymond Gambill of Fulton is
Horace Reams, Raymond Gambit, Fire Chief Cecil Williams of
Mrs. Lester Brown, Mrs. Henry Hickman, newly appointed to the a patient in the Fulton Hospital
Sills, Gardner Whitlock, R. E. post, cannot drive the truck to a this week, suffering from injuries
fire until his drivers license ar- received last Monday evening
Taylor, Mrs. W.D. Holloway, Mrs.
rives, it was learned in Hickman when the truck he was driving
John Gambit, B. B. Stephenson,
last week. Williams' license was collided with another on US 45
Mrs. Jewel McClain, Mrs. J. T. suspended in 1954 and so far he north of Water Valley.
Travis, Mrs. Mike Fry and Mrs. had failed to apply for reinstateGo To CHURCH Sunday
R. C. Pickering all of Fulton.
ment.

AaP's FABULOUS FOOD SELECTION

'"onC
Come See

SUPER RIGHT BEEF

OUND
STEAK
lb. 89c
9

SUPER RIGHT BEEF

lb.9

Sirloin steak

Super Right

Rump Roast
Leg '0 Lamb

Boneless Beef

Lb.

Lb.

young, imma
beet. Not
grass-fed range beef
Not budget beet.
Not

beef is
selected for superb

Super-Right
taste an d
noes . .

tender-

One High Quality
No Confusion
One Price—As
Advertised

SUPER RIGHT RINDLESS
Thick
Sliced

Bacon

79° Bacon

2 25c
Hds.

ICEBERG (Lg. 24 Size)

You'll Save at A&P

I"'

tare baby

89° I-lams

Super-Right
Oven-Ready

Super Right Is
Fully Matured
Grain-Fed Beef

Lettuce

2 99
s.mi

Super-Right

(Boneless) Lb

COOKED
Smoked

Quality

Squares

I0

325° Oranges
Grapefruit
Bananas - - - - 2 lb. 29c Carrots
'5° Apples
roccou
g• Fresh

California

Bog
Florida
°
Dos.49
1
11
:

TEMPLE
Fresh Criss,

2

TENDER

PeaS

GREEN
GIANT

Salmon

Perfect

217-0z.35C
Cons

CHUM

GOLDEN WHOLE GRAIN

Niblets Corn
__

Chunk Style
A&P Cling

49c

FRESH MILD CHEDDAR

Cheese

Lb.

591

15c

STOKELY'S.. 1Ca:21°

2ir.:250

Whole Kernel

CAMPBELL'S

HALVES

Bags As

Doz.

12-0z.
Can

ASP Oisidiss

Sultana

Tuna
Peaches

was

.1 L.:45c Shellie Beans
2 27 :. 49° Corn
32:.°.:85° Soup

Strike

1-Lb. nig

ir L.126 11

Fancy
ester's
Winesap

Bunch Li

69c

Lb.

California

L•rge

Lb.33°

Mesh

Potatoes
Juicy

79°

Super-Right ik

U. S. NO. 1 IDAHO

Marsh
Seedless
Lg. 64 Size

Lb.
Pkg.

Meat
var

2

1054035c
Can

STEAKS FROM THE SEA
FRESH FROZEN

Swiss Cheese
Sharp Cheddar

L.65°
65°

Lb

Cheese

JANE PARKER (FamilyT Size)
art
Tasty

Cherry Pie

Orange Chiffon

Ea.

45c

Cake...Oilly

Hot Cross Buns PT',::t"

Halibut

45°

Steaks

Lb

Steaks

°
Lb.69

FRESH FROZEN

Salmon
FRESH FROZEN

I Lb

Perch Fillet esr;

Lb

29g .4

CAP'N JOHN FRESH EXTRA STANDARD

49°
35°

P'"`83°

Oysters

Tin

590
Miracle Whip
BOKAR
17(
Dinner
oni
Macar
Vel Liqu
39'
Cheese 370
37c
5 PIECE PLACE SETTING
77c
450
2
Ketchup
2.23
750
Wesson Oil
33' GMT ATLANTIC &PACIFIC 70'
Tide
3 96
Shortening
Salad

St.

Dress.....

Jar

Pkg.

•

Id

12-0z.

Detergent

Can

S-0E.

Rolls

rISSUe

Paramount
Oyster

6e Off Reg. Pries
1-Lb. BAG
rk
3-LB.
2•21
Bag
21Ie Off Reg. Price

Pkg.

Kraft Brand Cream

Northern

A&P COFFEE SALE

Het

ANOTHER
SPECIAL VALUE!
RED CIRCLE

1S-Os.

1 -LB.

Bete

Rag
3-LB.
Rag

OE.

•MIR - IMMO @OWL
•$A001111 •SINN-ClittAt lOwt
•en .10110001E NAN

•OA

Bottle

L.

Dstsreest

'1121.ss
'

Pk

Lb.

Can

DIPINDASti FOOD
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Prom The FHS Kennel—
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Junior High Honors
Abraham Lincoln

the distant future, the Junior
Class has been working on it since
early in the year. The banquet
and dance are financed by selling magazine subscriptions and
Although the prom is still in other projects carried on throughout the year.

Prom The FHS Kennel—

Juniors Fashion
Prom Outline

DEWEY JOHNSON
All types of 111011111111100
SAVE ! GET

our

PACK 5sGE DEAL
"Covering everytIdoe
422 Lake St.
Fulton, Ks
Phone 49,1

On February 12th the eighth
grade presented a program commemorating Abraham Lincoln's
birthday. A three-act play,
"Friend Lincoln" opened the
program. The cast was as follows:
Mr. Armstrong—David Cunningham, Mrs. Armstrong-.-.J oyce
Owens, Diff—Jimmy
Wright,
Laura—Wanda Cash, Mr. Clary—
Jim Burton, and Mrs. Clary—
Clete Beggs. Between acts, the songs, "Yankee Doodle," "Dixie", "Tramp,
Tramp, Ttamp," and the "Battle
Hymn of the Republic" were sung.
Concluding the assembly, Bill Leneave recited the "Gettysburg
Address."
The program was presented to
grades five, six and seven in
the Junior High study hall.

This year's prom is still on the
drawing board. The theme has to
be decided upon and decorations
have to be made. Several bands
were contacted and voted on by
the class. The vote was in favor of
Tom Lonardo's band, and his
services have been secured.
The Junior Class is going all
out to make this year's prom a
great one.
Support The Kennel

FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS
Long Term — Low Interest
No appraisal fee
You pay only for the time that you use
the money.

From The FHS Kennel—
Junior High cheerleaders, reading clockwise, are Judy Owens,
Sharrye Johnson, Sue Little, Wanda Cash, Clete Beggs, and Ann
Bowers.

In Appreciation
The Post Office Department
has placed a new mail box on the
corner of Pearl and Second Street
for the benefit of the students
and the teachers. On behalf of
the faculty and student body, we
express our appreciation and
thanks.

Obion Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan Ass'n
A. C. Fields, Sec-Treas
Tel 453, Union City, Tennessee

From The FHS Kennel—

FARMERS!!!
Credit is available in this area through the Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association to finance the purchase of tractors, cars, livestock and to
build and repair farm buildings: improve fences
and to pay for soil improvement practices. PCA has
a plan that is especially tailored for farmers and is
convenient and economical.
1. Loans are made for one to five years.
2. Payments are due when crops and livestock
are sold.
3. Interest is figured only on the number of days
the money is used.
4. There is an adequate supply of money at all
times.
5. No Co-signer is required.
6. All capital stock is owned by local farmers.
7. Credit life insurance is available that will pay
loan in case of death or accidental loss of eye
or limb.
PCA also makes loans to buy fertilizer, seed, fuel
and for other operating expenses.
More and more good farmers are using the Production Credit plan to finance their operations.
For a dependable convenient loan that will save
you money see the Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association for your needs.

Miss Betty Sue Gregary, a
former student of FULTON HIGH
SCHOOL, has been chosen as one
of twelve dormitory counselors.
These counselors will take over
their new positions at the beginning of the fall semester of 1958,
at Mynders Hall West, freshmen
Bas- women's dormitory at Memphis
Proudly placing tropies in the trophy case are tt
ketball Queen Anne Fall, Sandra Bowen and Joanne Covington, State University. The counselors
attendants to Queen Anne.
are chosen on the basis of maturity and potentials of good leadFrom The PUS Kennel—
From The FHS Kennel—
ership.
The counseling job is not new
to Betty, a sophomore, as she is
currently holding the position and
was a Dormitory Senator last
The first district basketball year. Each counselor has to assist
tournament will be held at Ful- fifteen freshmen women. The
The Quill and Scroll is con- ton this year. The tournament will counselors will attend classes
ducting a contest to select a creed get under way March 6 and will which will better prepare them
for FULTON HIGH SCHOOL. extend through March 8.
for their jobs.
This will be used in the school
The referees are Jim Solomon
At Memphis State she is affimanual which the society is pre- from Benton, Kentucky, and Edliated
with Sigma Kappa sorority
ward Johnston from Lone Oak,
paring.
Baptist Student Union.
and
the
The dictionary defines a creed Kentucky.
fraternity pin of
The timers are Earl Bolin from She wears the
as "a brief statement of the esBinford, which qualifies
sential points of faith, principles, Clinton, Kentucky, and Joe Treas Charles
her for the Kappa Alpha Order
from Fulton, Kentucky.
Ideals, opinions, etc."
Sweetheart's Club in which she
All entries must be submitted - The assistant time scorers are
is also active.
by February 26 to Gloria Hinton Laverne Kim bro from Clinton,
Betty is majoring in 'secretarial
A prize of two dollars will be Kentucky, and William Robertson
science.
from Fulton.
awarded to the winner.
The admission fees are $1.00 for
The Quill and Scroll members the adults and 50c for the stuOe to Chards Sunday
have contributed much work in dents.
the last few weeks toward the
The schedule is as follows:
completion of their FULTON
Fulton County vs Fulgham on
HIGH SCHOOL Manual. Two as- March 6 at 8:00 p. m.; Fulton City
signment lists have been posted vs Central on March 7 at
7:30 p.
by Gloria Hinton, chairman of the m. and the winner of the
Fulbook committee, and the material ton County and Fulgham
game
has been promptly compiled.
will play Carlisle at 9:30 p. m.
The purpose of this manual, the same night.
which is compoFed under the supThe finals will be played on
ervision of Mr. W. L. Holland, is March 8 at 8:00 p. m.
to serve as a guide to the freshAnd we have a good
men of Fulton High so that they From The FHS Kennel—
will be better able to understand
supply of Coal.
KENNEL PROMOTIONS
the functi•:ns and activities of
In recent staff changes it has
their school.
Order yours now and
It is h lied that the material been announced that Wayne
for the printing of this Fulton Anderson has been promoted to
make sure you do not
High Manual will t-e ready for co-managing editor of THE KENNEL. He will work along with
get caught short.
rin ing by March 1, 1958.
Ruth Butts, managing editor.
Wayne was assistant news editor
before this promotion.
Wayne, a sophomore at FULTON HIGH, is very active in
school affairs. He is an honor
student and will surely handle
his new job well.

Quill And Scroll
Members Compile
F. H. S. Manual

Bulldogs Host To
District Tournament

John P. Wilson
Field Representative
206 Clinton Street
Hickman, Kentucky

• DUI

Charisma Ilkiesduramt •
Mrs. Mayme 8cearce spent last
weekend in Rvansville Ind. with
Mr. and Mrs. Joe A. Scearce
family and attended the Ice
Follies
Friends of Jimmie Wright were
glad to see he is now able to be
out and see his many friends
he was at the stores visiting one
day this week.
Mr. Johnnie Stayton spent last
week at home with his family,
he returned to Kennedy hospital
Wednesday for another creek up.
Mesdames: Chester Wade, Roy
Cruce, L. A. Eirnittumers, Turner
Purscell and Miss Eva Johnson
attended a district meeting of the
Woman's Society of Christian
Service in Troy Tenn. Wednesday
We were sorry to hear that the
lovely country .home of Mr. and
Mrs. Herschell Brown burnod
Thursday night, as they were
away from home everything was
a total loss. They have our sympathy.
Rev. Don Alexander of Tu.larri
visited Mrs. Daisie Bondurant
and Clarice Friday morning.
Mesdames Ella Holly and Ea?!
Baird attended the funeral :If
Mr. Rob Burns at Liberty Baptist
church Sunday afternoon. We
extend our sympathy to the
family.
Mr and Mrs. J. P. Green and
daughter Kay of Fulton were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
E. C. Moseley and Eddie.

February 21: Pat Drewry, Mrs.
James Anderson, Yewell Harrison; February 22: Judy Harding,
Marvin Phillips, Mrs. Henry
Lock, Martha Smith; February
23: Mrs. Carol Johnson, Joe Johnson, Mrs. Stella Branch, Mrs. Herman Easley; February 24: Mrs.
W. C. Hogg, Mrs. Lila Hastings,
C. -L. "Cap" Maddox, Robert
Goodwin, Johnny Allen; February 25: Linda Jarvis, Carrie Flatt;
February 28: Eleanor Jones Polk;
February 27: Mrs. Thad Fagan,
Mary B. Parchall, Mrs. H. L
Jamison.

There's r
Old Man
here to sti
really glad

Low down
and EAU

BENNI
217 Main

"DOING FINE"
E. L. Cook, Fulton businessman
and farmer, was reported this
week to be "doing fine" at Kennedy Hospital in Memphis, where
he is a patient.

A

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and limo
Meows of All Kinds *ow
nattily Repaired at Low Coot
by—

worr

ANDEEWS
Jewelry Company

S.

owe,

PARK AIRPORT
State Park officials say Kentucky Dam Village is probably
the only state park in the nation
where a fully accredited airport
and flying service is within the
park area. The park airport has
a 3,000 foot paved runway and a
3,500 foot graded runway.

oaring Aid Bitten..
Complete Line
Fo• all makes of hesring aitts!
Visit our Hearing Aid Depart
ment el your first opportunity.

of lit
eau:it

C(TY DRUG CO.
Phone 70
les Lake Street

TRY

AND

RES1

The Whitnel Funeral Home

50c

IT COSTS NO MORE TO HAVE THE BEST—
We have funeral services in price ranges to fit your
financial circumstances. You will not find prices more.
reasonable anywhere in this area.

Suppli
stores

CREDIT ON TENN, BURIAL POLICIES—
We give full credit when you call us to serve you—

PHONE 88

408 EDDINGS STREIT

SPECIAL PURCHASE
Gf
MOUTONS

WINTER...
Is Here To Stay
For Awhile

JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit Association
Warren Bard
Field Representative
Craddock Building
Clinton, Kentucky

F. H. S. Alumna
Receives Honor At MSI1

CAYCE /11111111

AMMEMIll

Regularly Sold For
$49.95 & $59.95
Plus 10e1r Tax

WH
plea
leisu

Bought Specially
to Sell At

put
youyou
this
rally
done
htoyi
why
its p
can

$3495

City Coal Co.
Phone 51

Inventory Clearance Sale

For 22 - 24 Inch

$3995
For 26 - 28 Inch
Plus 10% Excise Tax

Below Wholesale Prices

V

three days only

SPIt'FIRI

$12.95

O
NOWY
Exchange

MOWni SHAIIIIIMIMI

STANDARD

GLASSTEX

ONLY
NOW
Exchange

ONLY re cc
270V/ 'PhUfAhl
Exchange

$19.95

MI MONTH GUARANTIE

'
4$ MONTH MINIMUM

Friday-Saturday and Monday
February 21-22-24
Dealers Invited no reasonable offer refused
Over one-hundred typewriters — Adding Machfnes
— and Cash Registers must be soli. We are over
stocked.

Chas. Scates Stores
MARTIN—Phone 404

FULTON—Phone 189

'B.F.Goodrich Tires

ROLL COLLARS
JOHNNY COLLARS
LOOSE SLEEVES '
FITTED SLEEVES
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Mr.
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Like New Remington quit writ(rs $85.00

By All Means

Machines $5.00 and up

Go To

Harden - Office Equipment
404 ExcLange St.

Irene's

Union City. Tann.
Phone 113.S .
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W. L. Rowland is home from
the hospital and doing fairly

Mrs. 0. F. Taylor • well. Friday

ry, Mrs.
Harrilarding,
Henry
ebruary
oe Johnrs. HerA: Mrs.
lastings,
Robert
Februle Flatt;
as Polk;
Fagan,
H. L

visitors

were

FOR MEMBERS ONLY

State's Top Ten
Cities Will Be
Judged In March

Boyd

Casey, Roy Emerson. Robert WagThere's not much news to tell. goner, Mrs. Edna Waggoner and
Old man winter seems to be Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Taylor.
here to stay awhile. But we are
Mrs. A. A. McGuire visited in
really glad to see the sunshine.
Fulton Thursday night guests of
their son. Elson McGuire, and
Mr.

and
Mrs. Roy Emerson
Thursday night guests of
their daughter and family Rev.
and Mrs Norman Crittenden and
iris of Manlyville
Mrs. 0. P Taylor called on
Mrs. Pearl Cooley of Fulton one
day last week.

were

1111

THE MAtTaa
AUTOMATIC
.( WASHER

es. Peei
s
:1
Koreas doss
Os
wean
Lew down t.symen'swamp.
and Easy Teruo

BENNETT

ELECTRIC

217 Main

iessman
ed this
at Kenwhere

Fulton

Mrs. Roscoe 'Williams visited
her parents Mr. and Mrs. T. C.
House Wec:nesday of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hainline
visited in the Tremon Rickman
home Wednesday.

ROUGH HANDS, ETC.
Let us do your scratching and wash away your
worries with:

S. O. SPECIAL SKIN LOTION

fly

arias

part
[unity.

one 711

What About the Worker?
Of all the rights guaranteed by our American way of
life, none is greater than the RIGHT TO WORK—the
right of the individual to obtain a job of his own choosing, and to contract for his own time on whatever basis
he considers best for his own welfare and that of his family.

The antiseptic skin lotion that stops any form
of itching, soothes and helps kill the germ that
causes the trouble.
41P

TRY A 50c BOTTLE OF S. 0. SKIN LOTION
AND IF YOU ARE NOT HAPPY WITH THE

Whether he prefers to join—or NOT to join—a labor
union should be his own private privilege. He should be
just as free in this matter as he is free to join—or NOT
to join—a lodge, a club or a church.

RESULTS, THE EMPTY BOTTLE IS WORTH
50c AT YOUR DEALER.

If a labor union gorilla can be planted in front of the
employment office and the door of opportunity CLOSED
to. the man who prefers NOT to join—NOT to pay-off for
the privilege of working—then we need to take a second
look at all of the liberty and freedom that we Americans
so proudly boast about

IT—
your
more.

Supplied by Fulton drug stores and some general
stores or by mail post paid by:

OLIVER'S S. 0. DRUG CO.
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Union City, Tenn.
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Telephone
Talk

WishXM PRYOR
kerkelbmil

The clipping of dairy cows is
one of the essentials of dairying.
Clean pure milk can seldom be
produced from udders with long
hair. It is almost impossible to
sterilize an udder with long hair
in the short time most of us in
preparing a cow for milking. Most
graded milk markets require producers to practice clipping, however, whether you are selling
milk to the graded market, for
manufactured milk or just using

by

WHAT'S IT WORTH? Seems to me the simple everyday
pleasures in life are those we seem to enjoy most: a
leisurely cup of coffee, a friend's cheery hello, the song of
a bird. Such little things in life mean a lot, but you can't
put a price on them. You only know you'd miss them if
you couldn't have them. I like to think of the telephone
this way . . . that it brings folks a lot of pleasure. Naturally, it's a real convenience, too, and it gets a lot of things
done fast. But to me it does its best work when used to add
a touch of happiness to your day or someone else's. That's
why if I were asked to put a value on the telephone beyond
its pure usefulness, I'd say it was the "heap of pleasure" it
can bring to so many folks. Yes, it's fun to phone.
•

the milk at home, you need to
clip your cows.
Many smaller dairymen have
some problems in producing milk
as well as the larger herds, so
we shall look at some of the advantages of cjipping and maybe

We have complete stocks

Dayton V-Bells
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONF, 701
FUI,TON

• •• •
THE_BLANKET.
That's where the first teleUNDER
Here's
how
was.
it happened. Alexander
booth
phone
Graham Bell, inventor of the telephone, and his assistant,
Thomas A. Watson, were conducting their experiments.
They put a telephone in Watson's boarding house room.
Mr. Bell had his phone somewhere else and the two of
• them talked back and forth. Apparently, they were rather
noisy and Watson's landlady complained. So, Watson improvised a telephone booth by throwing the blankets from
his bed over the instrument to shut in the noise. Then he
crawled under the blanket to talk. Today, we don't have
"to holler" over the phone, and modern telephone booths
keep noise out and let .you call in comfort. These and
other telephone conveniences are the result of continuing
research to help make your telephoning more pleasant.

EXCHANGE
Furnitare Co.

The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors

City Drug Co.. Fulton

NEVER dry the soil with heat
or sunlight. It will give you a false
reading. It is not a very good
idea to put samples in a can or
jar, that is air tight. A cigar
box or paper sack will do fine.
Your soil test will get back to
you much faster and a lot more
accurate if samples are taken and
manage properly.

Church Street

One TY repair pea ore beined le
worries emery elarrisoid ant Cell
es ler depsallabie surelea

Lpr Tolovision
306 Main Street

bur
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"I times cleaner!"

M YCEL
Seep 1. awymire•
mew yew Mesa. helm
—yos's• wakes", st
ell stow. Ask so is.
soil fry she Woo useuiad COMM ismer...et
of!OW desk.. Ne

bowies. Ads slow
est sr, porches.Sea
sin RENTAL p•+vilipp.

food.
Did you
pounds of

know: It taxes 150
Nitrogen. 29 pounds
phosphrus, 72 pounds potash, 24
pounds calcium and 5 million
pounds of water to produce 100
bushels of corn? Well, we can not
tell you just how much water is

Nitrogen, Phosphrus. Potash

and

nose 307

.
6

TEST YOUR SOIL

In the soil with a test, but It
can be determined just how much

Phone 35

Call Us For The Finest
Is Television Service

s 1

It is just good business to have
,eriiment by removing dirt catch- your soil tested before a new
ing hair: next clipping lowers crop is started. The testing of
is especially essential if it
bacteria count. Hair harbors bac- soil
has not been analyzed in the last
teria as well as dirt and bacteria two seasons. You know, we farmcan not be stained from milk; ers have but one commodity to
Clipping saves time and labor. market with our labor, that is
Because the hair is short, it is plant food. Any way you look at
oasv to clean udders with a bac- the situation and is any type of
.(1:11 solution. This makes the agriculture It all falls back to
7i.,onling in preparation
the same common ground, plant

•

wallpaper and accessories!
RUPTURE

from the fence row.

of your problems will be
rerogni7erl. First clipping reduces

Sit

•

for milking, much faster, easier
and more pleasant; Clipping helps
control lice. Tests made at the
University of Wisconsin prove
that over-all clipping is a very
definite aid in controlling lice.
We do not clip all the cow in
this area but the three or four
stripes up the back of the cow
will give a great deal of control
since this area is commonly called the highway of the lice. By
this it is a proven fact that the
lice travel to the moisture sources
via this route. When this is clipped, entomologist say the lice
leave.
The areas- of the cow most commonly clipped are: First the tail
head and tail, cropping the switch
hock high, then the rear udder
and fore udder. Next clip as far
as can be reached under the belly
and run a mark with the clipper
on its edge from the milk well
to the hock bone and clip the
fland to this line and your three
stripes up the back and you are
through.
If you are a Pet Milk producer, clippers may be rented from
the Company. See your Fieldman
today. If you desire a demonstration before you clip your herd
just let me know or call the Pet
Milk Field Department.

least 10 samples should be taken
and mixed together for the field
sample. If the field has more
than ten acres take a sample per
acre and mix. Sometime you will
have problem fields where there
will be hill and bottom land,
these, if large enough should be
treated as two or sample the bottom as sample A and the upland
as sample B and so on. Always
take samples 30 steps away from
a line or white rock road, 10 steps
from an old house site and five

‘;0111r

"NO MATTER HOW
SMALL THE
PLACE, CASPER
MUST HAVE A DEN
WITH HIS OWN
TELEPHONE."

thy

Meek temeral eakerl

CLIPPING ... THE SURE
WAY TO CLEANER MILK

HAROLD WILEY
four Telephone Manager

0

This area is in the worst cold
snap of the winter. Temperatures
reading from four above to four
below. Snowfall is about three to
four inches and freeze has made
Mrs. Dave Mathis this village,
A 24-man judcing team will de- driving hazardous on the gravel
termine the top ten communities roads. We are hoping for some is on the mend again, after a
In Kentucky who have shown more favorable weather very seige of cold and asthma.
greatest progress in the field of soon.
community
developmert
during
The condition of Mrs. Susie
1957, the Kentucky Chamber of Frields became grave, the past
Union City Highway
Commerce announced today.
week and she is now under the
SAT-SUN., FEB 22-23
The Judges will meet in Louis- care of Dr. G. T. Biggs, Palmers(Starts at 7 10 — 8:45)
ville March 3-4, to review the ville, Tenn. No hope is held for
activity of each city or town in the aged woman at this writing.
QUANTEZ
Kentucky that entered the 1957
• Fred MacMurray
Reports from Sam Mathis who
contest, Harper Gatton, Louisville,
Dorothy Malone
is a patient in the Kennedy Vetthe state Chamber Executive Vice
erans Hospital in Memphis, Tenn.
President.
noted.
Evidence
of
are that he is improving nicely
achievements by each community
from lung surgery and expects to
are submitted in scrapbook form,
be home by last of this week.
Gatton added.
ReV. Arthur Wilkerson filled
The self-improvement contest is
sponsored by the Community De- his regular appointment at the
velopment Committee of the Ken- New Salem Baptist Church the
tucky
Chamber
of Conunerce. past Sunday. A fair sized audiThat committee is chairmaned by ence attended the likeable, faithRufus Thomas, Ashland, Gatton ful new pastor dispite the weather.
said.
A total of $4,500.00 in cash
Mr. Joe Westbrook remains
prizes contributed by Kentucky sick at his home near here, due
business firms will be divided to some virus and complication
amonif the ten winners. The a- that developed several weeks ago.
wards will be made at the ARickie, four year old son of
wards Luncheon on April 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Rubel Thomas has
developed a case of Chicken-pox
and has been housed in for sevCalcium is available for the corneral days now.
a
ing: crop. The Nitrogen test IS
Deep sympathy is extended to
variable and is not used by local
a beautiful "new room"
laboratories, but we do know moot Mr. and Mrs. Grover True in the
farm land is deficient in this death of his sister, Mrs. Zelm.a
.in just one day with
Downing, Union City, Tenn. the
clement.
s
ow.
It may surprise you just how past week. Mrs. Downing lived in
much your production could be this area many years ago and
increased by following the re- friends will regret to hear of her
nil DELUXE LATEX WALL PAINT
commendation of a soil test and death.
Funeral services and burial
ecuring phoper seeding advice
• Easy to apply
from your County Agricultural took place. No other information
• One gallon does the
can be given from your writer at
kgent or leaders.
11•01122r• MOM
this
time.
In taking your soil sample, be
• Guaranteed washable
Mrs. Sam Mathis has returned
qure to get representative samples
• Dries in one hour
of the fields in question. Re- from Memphis after attending the
• hsteet colors
member, the soil test Is no bet- bedside of her husband, Sam
ter than the sample you take. Mathis, who has been a patient
See our complete line of
:n fields less than ten acres, at in Kennedy Veterans Hospital for

Weary

AND WORRYING ABOUT DANDRUFF
ATHLETE'S FOOT, SKIN RASH.

T.

Less-

Mn. Carey Frields •

seven weeks.
Mrs. Mary Frields is doing
nicely now since she sustained a
broken arm in a fall five week*
ago, altho the cast hasn't been
removed. She remains with -children, Mr. and Mrs. Biggs Roberti
on Murray Road.

STARLITE Drive-In

Stop Scratching!

IP
ost

AUSTIN SPRINGS

Towns Showing
Most Progress
To Bs Honored

family.
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DRY G
mum

We know you will love this revolutionary new
type of cleaning.
Basically, it's a NEW procest with what we
call a two-bath method.
.11!

Your garments are cleaned in CONSTANTLY FILTERED solvent bearing 43 TIMES more
active detergency than ordinary dry cleaning.
Each piece and every garment is then given a
separate rinse in sparkling crystal clear distilled
solvent.

UNION CITY, TENN.

'1, 0 , 00
"

The result is the finest dry cleaning known
today:
• It produces vastly superior whiteness retention
• eliminates all traces of odor from fatty acids
removed from soiled fabrics
• produces colors and patterns as bright and
clear as new
• by actual laboratory tests makes garments "6
times cleaner" than any other process

FIFTH
BOTTLED
IN BOND
4 YRS. OLD
100 PROOF

$4.55
Also undelin *AVER UHL lade*,
Straighl Ibedlen 6 year. 90 PoloN•
HEAVEN Hill DISTIllERIES INC

•

Pa4444cos 2assotcbui g eleameikt

PINT

2.85

Member of American Institute of Laundering and National

1'2 -Pint

1.45
5.41

Institute of Dry Cleaning

Quart

Phone 14

Fulton, Ky.

ed as marshal.' there.
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Services were held Saturday
Burial Will be in the Church Ce- ed by • separate organisation
afternoon at 2 at Lambert.
be turned into drive
He leaves his wife and two metery. The body is at the Whit- and will
at the Fulton County
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and .1. S Omar of Jackson, Tenn.
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Shoe Shop, 204 Main.
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tist Church. The Rev. John Laida, of near Chestnut Glade,
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pastor, officiated. Burial, under found dead in bed Monday
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chine and electric floor polishAND FIELDS
Coca-Cola Plant
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Peeples, Service Manager of
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